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How ?

I. Introduction



Dennis E. Discher et al [2005] Science 



A.J. Engler et al
(2006) Cell



(1) What is the suitable constitutive model for cells?

(2) How to model the cell contact and adhesion ?

II.  How do model mechanotransduction ?

Ligand-receptor interactions Ning Wang et al. Natural Reviews Molecular Cell Biology 
[2009]



Fluid Mosaic Model 
(Singer and Nicolson[1972])

A. How to model cell membrane ?

Liquid Crystals



Inspired by the fluid mosaic model, Helfrich [1973] developed 
a Liquid Crystal Membrane model that has successfully 
predicted the bi-concave shape of red blood cells.



The actomyosin cytoskeleton. (a) Schematic diagram of a myosin II monomer, depicting 
the light and heavy chains. The different parts of the heavy chain, including the motor, 
neck, coiled-coil and nonhelical domains, are indicated. (b) Myosin II self-assembles into 
bipolar filaments through interactions of the C-terminus; the N-terminus binds to actin 
filaments. Activation of the myosin II motor domain leads to the pulling of actin filaments 
(in the direction of the arrows) to induce cortical tension (Clark et al [2007]).

B. How to model interior of the cell 
e.g. the acto-myosin interaction ?



Liquid Crystal Elastomers



How to model a cell ?
We model cytoskeleton of cells as a liquid  crystal elastomer, and 
we hypothesize that the stem cell cytoskeleton is a special type of 
liquid crystal elastomer. 

Actomyosin molecules  in a cell
Mesogen in nematic liquid 
crystal elastomer



Nature Physics, [2007] Vol. 3



From Dalhaimer et al. [2007]
Nature Physics, 3, 345-360



1. We adopt a modified Ericksen-Leslie Theory (Lin and Liu 
[2000]) as the constitutive model for Nematic Liquid 
Crystal;

2. We are developing a hydrodynamics theory for Liquid 
Crystal Elastomer;

3. We use Mooney-Rivlin material as the hyperelastic model;
4. We use Newtonian Fluid model as the constitutive model of 

cell plasma;

Constitutive Modeling for Cells



Nematic Liquid Crystal





Remarks:



Liquid Crystal Elastomer



Liquid Crystal Elastomer (cont’d)



Liquid Crystal Elastomer (cont’d)



The Contact and Adhesion Model

Use liquid crystal to model lipid bilayer and more

Cell Scaffold

Substrate Matrix



Classical Contact vs. Cohesive Contact

Roy and Qi,  Biomech. Model Mechanobio, 2010

Q.H. Cheng, P. Liu, H.J. Gao,  Y.W. Zhang, JMPS 57, 2009

Ligand-receptor formation



Hypothesis I: Substrates with different stiffness may
result different cell shapes and internal conformations

Corresponding to different matrix rigidities 



Hypothesis II:
Focal adhesion and its self-assembly may be modeled as the 
soft elastic mode of the liquid crystal elastomer.



III. Computational  Algorithms III. Computational  Algorithms 
and Formulationsand Formulations

• Explicit Lagrangian Meshfree Formulation;

• Frank energy as penalty to stabilize the 
computation;



IV. Simulation Results

(A) Verification of Model;

(B) Simulation of cell spreading;

(C) Simulation based on different cell models;





Model Verification

Caille et al.  J. of Biomechanics, 2002 (endothelial cell)

Maniotis et al. PNAS, 1997



Cell response to stiffness of different substrates

soft

stiff

stiffer



Cell spreading over substrates with different stiffness:  
(a)Substrate-I, (b) Substrate-II, and (c) Substrate-III
(Zeng and Li, JMBBM, 2010)



Traction force versus the stiffness of substrate

Experimental Measurements (Dennis E. Discher, et al Science [2005])



Cell Spreading Simulation

Dennis E. Discher et al. Science [2005]



(b) A stiff substrate

(a) A rigid substrate

(c) A soft substrate







V. Some Interesting Findings

A. Mechanotransduction at distance;
B. Order parameter dependence on mechanical property of substrates;
C. Cell motility dependence on mechanical property of substrates;
D.  Why is Liquid Crystal Elastomer Cell Model so interesting and exciting ?



Hypothesis I. Substrates with different stiffness will
result different cell shapes and internal conformations

Corresponding to different matrix rigidities 





Cell spreading in three different substrates:

Stiff

Soft

Softer



Cell spreading in three different substrates:

Rigid

Soft

Softer



Cell Response to Stiffness of 
Different Substrates (Zeng and Li, JMBBM, 2010)



Mechanotransduction at distance



B. Order parameter dependence on substrate stiffness

This implies the dependence of molecular conformation on elasticity of the substrate !



C. Cell motility dependence on mechanical property of substrates;





D. Why is Liquid Crystal Elastomer Cell Model so interesting 
and exciting ?

It is because that it exhibits a so-called soft elastic mode ----
(solid-liquid phase `transformation’)
that is: LCE cannot sustain shear stress under certain deformation
(Golubovic & Lubensky [1989], Kundler and Finkelmann [1995],
And Warner and Terentjev [2006])

Hypothesis:
The elastic soft mode transition may provide an model 
to explain the mystery of focal adhesion !



Hypothesis II:
Focal adhesion and its self-assembly may be modeled as the soft 
elastic mode of the liquid crystal elastomer.





Hyperelastic cell vs. Liquid crystal elastomer cell









Work in Progress



Our Simulations have shown that the stem cell has 
sensitive mechano-transduction abilities: 

(1) When a stem cell is in contact with a substrate, its 
contractile traction force will change depending on stiffness 
of the substrate; 

(2) with substrates of different stiffness, the cell shape 
configuration and micro-structure conformation differ;

(3) the size of spreading area of the cell also depends on 
stiffness of the substrate;

(4) Order parameter evolution history depends on the 
stiffness of the substrate.

VI. Conclusions


